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Arginine-rich peptide motifs (ARMs) capable of binding unique
RNA structures play critical roles in transcription, translation, RNA
trafficking, and RNA packaging.1 Bacteriophage ARMs necessary
for transcription antitermination2 bind to distinct boxB RNA hairpin
sequences with a characteristic inducedR-helical structure.3 Char-
acterization of ARMs from lambdoid phages reveals that the
dissociation constant (Kd) of the P22 bacteriophage model-
antitermination complex (P22N21-P22boxB) is 200( 56 pM in
solution at physiologic concentrations of monovalent cation,
significantly stronger than previously determined by gel mobility
shift (GMSA)4 and polyacrylamide gel coelectophoresis (PACE),5

and 2 orders of magnitude stronger than the tightest known native
ARM-RNA interaction at physiological salt.6 Here, we use a
reciprocal design approach to enhance the binding affinity of two
separateR-helical ARM-RNA interactions, one derived from the
nativeλ phage antitermination complex and a second isolated using
mRNA display selection experiments targeting boxB RNA.7

Steady-stateKd’s over a range of salt concentrations were
determined by monitoring the change in fluorescence of a 2-ami-
nopurine (2AP) base analogue substituted at different adenine
positions within the loop of the P22boxB RNA target.8 At
physiologic concentrations of monovalent salt (150 mM [M+]) the
P22 cognate complex is 100 times (2.7 kcal mol-1) more stable
than its counterpart antitermination complex inλ phage (λN22-
λboxB). Kinetic data from stopped-flow measurements indicate that
greater stability of the P22N21-P22boxB complex relative to that
of theλN22-λboxB complex results from a slower rate of dissocia-
tion (koff)(P22N21-P22boxB: koff ) 0.01 s-1; λN22-λboxB: koff )
0.7 s-1)(Figure 1), while the rate of association (kon) is consistent
with a diffusion-controlled process in both complexes (P22N21-
P22boxB,λN22-λboxB: kon ≈ 7 × 108 s-1 M-1).

The NMR solution structures of P22 andλ antitermination
complexes reveal adaptation of similar but distinct RNA hairpin
folds, extruding either the third base pyrimidine or fourth base
purine to generate a highly stable GNRA-fold9 in the pentaloops
of P22boxB andλboxB hairpins, respectively. In both P22N21-
P22boxB andλN22-λboxB complexes the ARM peptides adopt bent
R-helical structures that bind within the major groove of their
cognate hairpins.10 The amino-terminal residues of P22N21 andλN22

peptides are highly conserved and make similar contacts with the
hairpin stems of their cognate boxB RNA targets.11

The principle of our design was to use peptide sequence
information from the P22N21-P22boxB complex to increase the
stability of theλN22-λboxB complex without disrupting its unique
loop-binding structure. To this end, we focused on nonconserved
residues within the amino-terminal helical segment ofλN22 that
interact primarily with theλboxB hairpin stem in the cognate
complex. Nonconserved residues within the amino-terminal helix
of λN22 were substituted with reciprocal residues from P22N21. The

binding affinities of these substituted peptides forλboxB at 150
and 70 mM salt are shown in Figure 2. Three reciprocal substitutions
(M1G, D2N, Q4K) in theλN22 peptide increase the stability of the
λN22-λboxB substituted complex by 1.8 kcal mol-1 (Table 1).
Substitution of Lys4 with an arginine residue further increases
binding stability by 0.7 kcal mol-1, in line with previous in vitro
evolution experiments showing a glutamine-to-arginine change at* Address correspondence to this author E-mail rroberts@its.caltech.edu.

Figure 1. Stopped-flow measurement of P22N21-P22boxB complexkoff

infused with 100× concentration of unlabeled P22boxB at time zero (data
shown in gray, fit shown in black) Experiments were performed at 20° C
in 50 mM KOAc, 20 mM Tris-OAc buffer, pH 7.5.

Figure 2. (A) Structural models of P22N21-P22boxB (blue) andλN22 (M1G,
D2N, Q4K)-λboxB (red).10,18 The extruded third base in P22boxB loop
interfaces with P22N21, and the second base in theλboxB loop stacks with
Trp18 ofλN22 in the cognate complexes. (B) Sequence alignment of P22N21

(blue), λN22 (red), and substitutedλN22 peptides; conserved residues are
shown in black, non-native residues are shown in gray. Binding constants
for peptides against P22boxB 2AP-2 (blue) andλboxB 2AP-2 (red) hairpins
at 150 and 70 mM salt were determined from salt dependences as described
in Supporting Information.
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this position (J.E.B and R.W.R, personal communication) and with
work indicating that arginine oligomers bind RNA more tightly
than those made of lysine.12 Similarly, application of the M1G,
D2N, Q4R substitution set to the peptide 11-36, a previously
selected high-specificity binder ofλboxB,7 increases the binding
stability of this peptide by 2.0 kcal mol-1.

In addition to providing a binding signal, the relative fluorescence
(F)13 of 2AP in the peptide-boxB complex confers information
about the structure of the bound RNA. A decrease in fluorescence
(F < 1) results from base stacking of the 2AP probe, while an
increase in fluorescence (F > 1) results from exposure of 2AP to
aqueous solvent.14 Titration of the nativeλN22-λboxB complex
gives a fluorescence signature consistent with the known solution
structure of the complex. A large decrease in fluorescence is
observed for 2AP label at positions 2 (2AP-2:F ) 0.31) and 3
(2AP-3: F ) 0.22) of the λboxB loop consistent with Trp18
stacking and base stacking interactions, while a large increase in
fluorescence is observed for loop position 4 ofλboxB (2AP-4: F
) 2.35), indicative of base extrusion into solvent. This native
structure is maintained in the substituted peptide complexes (2AP-
2: F ) 0.32-0.36; 2AP-3: F ) 0.12-0.22; 2AP-4: F ) 2.36-
2.60). Stacking of Trp18 on theλboxB loop is also observed in
NMR imino spectra of the substituted peptide complexes.15

Thermodynamic and kinetic measurements together with fluores-
cence and NMR data demonstrate that our reciprocal substitutions
stabilize the adopted loop structure of the uniqueλN22-λboxB native
complex (Supporting Information).

Interestingly, circular dichroism measurements indicate that
substituted peptides bindλboxB with lessR-helical character than
nativeλN22, in large part attributable to the D2N substitution, which
decreases helicity of the bound peptide by 13%. We speculate that
this decrease in helicity results from loss of macrodipole stabiliza-
tion by the negatively charged Asp2 residue.

Salt dependence data (δ/δ ) (-δ log Kobs)(δ log[M+])-1) are
useful in investigating the electrostatic contributions of different
amino acid residues in binding events.16 D2N and Q4K reciprocal
substitutions increaseδ/δ values in theλN22-λboxB complexes,
demonstrating that favorable binding affinity exhibited from these
substitutions has an electrostatic component (Table 1). Conversely,
M1G and K4R replacements do not significantly affectδ/δ values,
indicating that enhanced binding affinity from these substitutions
is not purely electrostatic in nature.

We have determined that the native P22N21-P22boxB complex
and engineeredλN22-λboxB and 11-36-λboxB complexes bind
with picomolar affinity at physiological salt. These pairs are the
most stable peptide-RNA complexes reported to our knowledge.
Such examples provide evidence that short peptides can be found
that bind unique RNA hairpins with affinity that rivals that of
macromolecular complexes, providing a potential means to control
RNA-dependent cellular processes through chemical methods. The
reciprocal engineering approach presents a complementary tool to
combinatorial or computational design techniques17 and should be
of particular utility where all the space of possible sequences greatly
exceeds the total number of sequences that may be generated and
examined.
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Table 1. Thermodynamic Parameters and Helicity of Peptidesa

peptide ∆∆G (kcal mol-1)b δ/δc R-helicity (%)d

P22N21 -2.7 5.2( 0.2 65
λN22 0 3.2( 0.2 57
λN22(N2) -1.2 3.5( 0.1 44
λN22(N2,K4) -1.3 4.1( 0.2 38
λN22(N2,K4) -2.1 4.2( 0.2 41
λN22(G1,N2,K4) -1.8 4.3( 0.2 52
λN22(G1,N2,R4) -2.5 4.2( 0.2 44

a Data are listed for cognate complexes (P22N21-P22boxB,λN22-λboxB,
λN22(N2)-λboxB, etc.).b Free energy values (∆∆G) were calculated from
binding constants at 150 mM [M+]; ∆G ) -10.3 kcal mol-1. c Salt
dependence valuesδ/δ ) (δ log Kobs)(δ log[M+])-1 were determined from
five or more measurements over a range of 50-500 mM KOAc.d Helicities
were calculated from circular dichroism measurements in 10 mM phosphate
buffer.
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